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In this paper we provide a new approach to some of the applications of linear algebra in 
Combinatorics. This enables us to derive many of the basic bounds on designs, orthogonal 
arrays, codes etc. in a simple and uniform fashion, and to obtain many extensions of these 
results. 
1 Introduction 
A polynomial space consists of a set Sz and a real valued function p on 52 x $2 
such that for all x and y in 52: 
(1) P(X9 Y) = P(Y9 x)9 
(2) P(% x) = P(Y9 Y) ‘09 
(3) P&9 Y) < P(.lc9 xl- 
These axioms are admittedly very easy to satisfy. Two further axioms, satisfied by 
all finite polynomial spaces, will be introduced in Sections 2 and 3. The following 
examples are pertinent. 
(a) The Johnson scheme J(n, k). Here Q is the set of ail k-subsets of a fixed 
set with n elements and p(x, y) = Ix n y I. 
(b) The q-Johnson scheme J,(n, k). Take 52 to be the set of all k-dimensional 
subspaces ofan n-dimensional vector space over the finite field GF(q) and p(x, y) 
to the number of l-dimensional subspaces contained in x n y. 
(c) The Hamming Scheme H(n, q). Let C be an alphabet with q symbols. We 
define Q to be 2” and take p(x, y) to the number of coordinate positions at which 
the elements x and y agree. (Thus n - p(x, y) is the usual Hamming metric.) 
Note that we do not require q to be a prime power. The r,lements of SE are 
usually called words. When q = 2 we may identify Q with the power set of 
11 4. 
id; .;‘he symmetric group sym(n) on n letters. We set Q = Sym(n) and define 
p(x, y) to be the number of points fixed by x-‘y. 
(e) The unit sphere in IF!“. Here Q is the set of unit vectors in R” and p(x, y) is 
the standard inner product of x and y. 
(f) The orthogonal group o(n) in R”. Take Sz t 
orthogonal matrices and set p( 
These examples certainly do not exhaust he 
e grou all n X If 
) 
-‘They do shiv that 
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polynomial spaces include many of the basic structures of interest to com- 
binatorialists. Despite this generality, it will be seen that we can derive non-trivial 
results with comparative ease. The work to be described here has been motivated 
in part by an attempt to obtain a thorough understanding of the results in 541, [7] 
and [M]. As will be evident, there is a close connection between our work and 
the theory of association schemes. We hope to describe this elsewhere. 
2. Codses 
If (52, p) is a polynomial space and @ is a subset of SE we define the distance set 
of @ to be 
{p(x, Y) Y in @, x +Y> 
If this is contained in a given subset A of real numbers, we call @ an A-code. The 
degree d( @) of @ is the cardinality of its distance set. A number of interesting 
problems in combinatorics are equivalent to questions concerning the maximum 
cardinality of A-codes, or subsets of degree d in some polynomial space. 
The key step in our theory of polynomial spaces is the introduction of a class of 
functions defined on Sz. If g is a polynomial and a E 52 define the zonal 
polynomial I;o(g) to be the function on 52 given by 
The span of the set { &&) 1 a E s2, deg(g) s r} is easily seen to be a real vector 
space. We will denote it by Z(Q, r). Any function on S2 which can be expressed 
as a linear combination of products of zonal polynomials will be called a 
polynomial on 52. The set of all polynomial functions on 52 will be denoted by 
Pal(Q). We further define the vector spaces Pol(Q, r) recursively by setting: 
(a) Pol(Q, 0) = 2(&&O) 
(b) Pol(52, 1) = Z(S2, 1) 
(c) Pol(&, k + 1) = span{& 1 g E Pol(Q, l), h E Pol$, k)}. 
If f E Pol( s2, k) \Pol( 52, k - 1) then we say that f has degree k. 
We will always assume t!-at our polynomial spaces satisfy the following 
additional axiom: 
(4) dim Pol(sE, 1) is finite 
When this condition e q Jds it f:~llows, as we will see shortly, that Pol(Q, r) is finite 
dimensional for all r. 
Let (52, p) be - polynomial space. Then if Sz is finite, there is an 
integer d < ;sz( such that every function on 52 lies in Z(Q, d). 
hoose an element Q of Let g be the unique manic polynomial with 
the distinct elements of the set S = {p(a, x) 1 x E SZ\a) as its zeros. Then the 
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function c=(g) vanishes on all elements of 52, except a. Thus, for each element a 
in 52 we obtain a non-zero zonal polynomial vanishing on JAa with degree less 
than 1sZl. These polynomials clearly span the space of all functions on 52 and so 
our claim is proved. 0 
Lemma 2.1 need not hold when 52 is infinite, e.g. for the unit sphere in W. We 
now come to our first application of these concepts. 
Theorem 2.2. Let (Q, p) be a polynomial space and let @ be a subset of 52 with 
degree d. Then I@1 s dim(Z(Q d)). 
Proof. Let A = (p(x, y) 1 x, y E @, x # y } and let g be the unique manic polyno- 
mial of degree d = IAl having the elements of A as its zeros. If a E Sz, let 
h, := I;o(s). Then ha vanishes on @\a while h,(a) + 0. Consequently the functions 
h,_, (a E @) are linearly independent elements of Z(52, d), whence we deduce that 
I@1 s dim(Z(Q, d)). Cl 
This result has a number of important corollaries. These will be discussed 
explicitly when we study some polynomial spaces as individuals in Section 4. The 
method used in proving the above theorem can be extended in many cases. 
Theorem 2.3. Let (52, p) be a polynomial space with the property that p takes only 
integer values and let p be a prime. Suppose that Qi is a subset of Q such that d(@) 
has exactly d’ distinct elements modulo p and, moreover, that these elements are 
also distinct (modulo p) from p(a, a)(a E 52). Then we have I@1 s dim@&!, d’)). 
Proof. By our hypothesis, A = d( @) splits into d’ residue classes (modp). Let g 
be a manic polynomial of degree d’ with one element from each of these residue 
classes as a zero. Then, arguing as in the proof of 2.2 we see that the functions 
&(g) (Q E @) are linearly independent modulo p. It follows easily that they are 
also independent over the rationals. Since the coefficients of g are integers, it 
follows that these functions are independent over the reals. This yields the 
theorem. Cl 
It is clear that to obtain much of interest from 2.2 and 2.3, it is necessary to 
have some information on the dimension of Z( SL, r), r 2 0. We will discuss this in 
specific cases later. In general we do have: 
Lemma 2.4. Let (52, p) be a polynomial space with dim(Pol(S2, 1)) = 1+ D. Then 
dim(Pol( In, r)) 6 ‘+DC,. 
Let s=(fo,fi,...,fD} be a 
r) we see that this is spanned by 
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from B. (Note that these functions need not necessarily be distinct.) The number 
of such products is equal to the number of ways of writing r as a sum of P) + 1 
nonnegative integers. As is well known, this number equals ‘+DCr. 0 
Since Z(Q, P) is contained in Pol(Q, r), we thus have a Eeneral bound on the 
cardinality of sets of degree d in arbitrary polynomial spaces. 
We will henceforth require all our polynomial spaces to satisfy a final additional 
axiom: 
(5) Pol( G!) admits a real-valued inner product, to be denoted (,) such that: 
(a) for all g and h in Pol( Q), we have (&&)g, h) = (g, 5,(~)h), 
(b) if f in Pal(Q) is non-negative then (1, f) 3 0. 
If 62 is finite we will always assume the inner product of f and g in Pol(Q is 
given by 
(f9 69 := M-’ Cf (xk(x) b E w 
If 52 is infinite we will give our inner product explicitly. (In all cases of concern to 
us the inner product will arise from a measure on 52.) 
A t-design in a polynomial space (Sz, p) is a finite subset @ such that, whenever 
f and g are functions with fg lying in Pol(Q, t), 
Denote the right hand side of this by (f, g)+ Then @ is a t-design iff t.;:e have 
(f, g) = (f, g)* whenever fg E Pol( 62, t). If we denote the function identically 
equal to 1 on ail of 52 by 1 then we see that, for all f and g in Pal(Q) 
(f9 $9 = (19 fg), (f9 g)eJ = (Lfg)GL 
Thus we may say that @ is a t-design iff the value of any polynomial of degree at 
most t, averaged over equals its average value over all of Q. In general there 
is no guarantee that a given polynomia.1 space contains dny t-designs. (Note that if 
we vary our choice of inner product in (4), then the designs in our polynomial 
space may vary. Thus we should regard a polynomial space as a triple consisting 
p and the chosen inner product. In this paper there will never be any 
t associated to the polynomial space, and so we 
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a t-design in the amming scheme corresponds to a so-called orthogonal array of 
strength at least f. 
Our first result on t-designs i  the following bound. 
Let (Q, p) be a polynomial space and let Qi be a t-design in Q. 
Then 1 @I 2 dim(Pol(S2, [t/2])= 
roof. Let hl, . . . , h, be an orthonormal basis for (Pol(Q, [t/2]). (Such a basis 
can always be found by Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation.) Then 
a&hi, 
f) = (19 f) 
for all functions f of degree at most t. We will always 
support; thus there is a finite subset Qz of 52 such that 
assume that o has finite 
(Weighted esigns are an obvious generalisation of the concept of a design. A 
closely related definition is given in [3: 4.11.) A null design of strength at least t is a 
function v on 52 with finite support, such that (v, f) = 0 for all functions f of 
degree at most t. The difference of two weighted f-designs is always a null design. 
We define Harm(S2, I’) to be the orthogonal complement in Pol(Q, r) of the 
subspace Pol(Q I - I). More generally we call a polynomial harmonic if it lies in 
some Harm (52, r). A harmonic polynomial of degree t + 1 having finite su 
is automatically a null design of strengtli at lea% t, but the converse need not be 
true. 
e can derive a general existence theorem for weig 
necessitates some preliminaries. 
A cone C in R” is a subset with 
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x l Y 2 0 for all y in C. One form of the duality theorem for convex programming 
asserts that if C is a closed cone in R” then C = C* *, 
The cones of interest o us arise as follows. Set U = Pol(Q, t) and !et U’ denote 
the dual space of U. (Assume t3 1 to avoid trivialities.) If a E 52 let w(a): U-, IF! 
be defined by setting o(a)(p) :=p(a). Let C be the cone in U’ generated by the 
set W = W(Q):= (o(a) 1 a E a}. The dual cone C* of C consists precisely of the 
non-negative elements of U, i.e. the polynomials p such that p(a) 3 0 for all a in 
52. Let C, be the subset of C formed by those elements a! such that cujl) = 1. 
Then o(a) E C1 for all a in Q. 
If b E $2 then the value taken by w(b) on the function p(a, a) - p(a, x) is 
positive unless b = a, when it is zero. It follows from this that the o(a), a E i2* 
are extreme points of the convex set C 1, that is, they cannot be expressed as 
convex combinations of two or more elements of C1. As each element of C is a 
non-negative linear combination of elements of W, it follows that all extreme 
points of C1 must lie in W. Consequently W is the set of all extreme points of C1. 
It is well known that if C1 is compact hen every element of it is a linear 
combination of extreme points. %ncc* C1 is the intersection of C with a 
hyperplane, it will be closed if C is. Furthemr? se C will be closed if the set IV is 
closed. We will call a polynomial space closed if the set W(Q) is a closed subset 
of U’. Routine calculations show that any finite polynomial space is closed, and 
that the unit sphere is closed. A K Jrrn on U’ can be defined as follows. Choose a 
basis for Pol( a, t). 1” w E U’ , let 1 WI be the maximum value w takes on an 
element of this basis. It is easy to verify that this is indeed a norm and that C1 is 
bounded with respect o this norm iff the set (P(x, y) 1 X, y E Q} is bounded. We 
call a polynomial space bounded if this occurs. 
Theorem 3.2. Let (Q, p) be a closed bounded polynomial space. If 
dim Pol(Q, t) = d then there are weighted t-designs in Q supported by at most d 
points. 
Let U and U’ be as above. The map 51: U--, IF! defined by setting 
A(p) = (1, p) clearly lies in C**. 
Hence C** 
From our remarks above we see that C is closed. 
= C and therefore A, E C. Consequently AE C,. Since our hypotheses 
imply that C1 is a compact set in (d - I)-dimensional space, we deduce that A is a 
convex combination of at most (d - 1) + 1 = d extreme points from it. Conse- 
quently il is a convex combination of at most d of the functions o(a). This proves 
the theorem. Cl 
hen Q is the unit sphere, a weighted t-design is the same thing as a numerical 
ration scheme with degree of cision equal to B. In this context eorem 
3.2 is alreadv known. See, for ex . eorem 65.1 in [6]. hen is the 
t-design can be shown to correspond to a design with 
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Let PI,... , pd be a basis for Pol(sZ, t) and let @ be a finite subset of SE 
supporting a weighted t-design. Let H be the d x I@1 matrix with &entry equal to 
the value of pi on the jth element of @. Let 6 be the vector of length d with ith 
entry equal to (1, pi). A vector x of length d determines a weighted t-design 
supported by @ if it is non-negative and satisiies Hx = 6. Let e be the vector of 
length d with first entry equal to 1, and all other entries equal to 0. 
Consider the following dual pair of linear programs: 
(A) max eTx (B) min y Tb 
Hx=b yTHaeT 
X20 
Here we may regard y TH as an element of Pol(S2, t), namely C yipi (i = 
7 1). . . , d). We have yT6 = C yi(l, pi) = (1, E yipi). Thus the linear program (B) 
requires us to find a non-negative polynomial 4 such +4at Q is at least equal to 1 
on the first element, cy say, of 52 and with (1, 4) as small as possible. (Note that 
we may assume without loss that q(a) equals 1.) The optimum solution to the 
!inear program (_A) is a weighted t-design ‘;r’ sxh that the vaiue or” w at Q! is as 
large as possible. The duality theorems of linear programming assure us that, if 
we view e and w as functions on Q, (q - q(a)e, w) 2 0 with equality iff 4 and w 
are optimal. Since w is a weighted t-design and 4 has degree t, (II, w) = (4, 1). 
Thus we obtain the following conclusions: 
(a) For any weighted t-design w supported on @ and any polynomial q such 
that q(a) 2 0 for all a in @, 
w(a) <up 4) 
-iiT’ (1) 
(b) If or and q are the optimal solutions to our linear programs then equality 
holds in (1) and, moreover, if @ E @\a! then w(p) = 0 whenever q(p) # 0. 
Conversely, if w and q are feasible solutions such that w(p) = 0 whenever 
/? E @\a! and q(p) # 0 then equality holds in (1) and FV and q are optimal 
solutions. 
This leads us to following impor%ant result. 
Lemma 3.3. Lef @ be a t-design in the polynomial space (Q P), let a! be a point 
in @ and let q be an element of Pol( &‘2, t) such that q(x) 2 0 for all x in Then 
I@1 a q(cu)/(l, q) and equality hold& Q$ q(@)w(/S) = 0 for all /3 in 
Define w to be the weighted r-design with 
zero otherwise. The result is now an imr 
(b) above. 0 
If (52, p) is a Q-polynomial association scheme then 3.3 is a form of 
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linear programming bound. For an Mtroduction to this topic see [ 111. Similar 
bounds are derived for the unit sphere in [ ] and related results also occur in 
[2: 841, albeit under stronger assumptions. 
The final topic in this section concerns group actions. Let r be a group of 
automorphisms of the polynomial space (Q p). Then the orbits of r partition $2. 
A subset of 52 is Finvariant if it is fixed as a set by r, i.e. it is union of orbits of 
r. If f E Pal(Q) and z E r’ define ft to be the function 02 s;Z given by setting 
J&Y) : =f(xz) for all x in 52. This gives an action of r on Pol( Q) which leaves each 
of the subspaces Pol(sE, t) fixed. Define PO&~, r) to be the set of functions f in 
Pol(Q, r) such that fs = f for all v in r. 
Let (In, p) be a polynomial space with a group of automorphkns r 
acting on it. If Qi is a Pinvariant t-design then the number of r-orbits contained in 
@ is at least equal to dom Pol,(Q, [t/2]). If dim Polr( s2, [t/2]) = 1, r b finite and 
(&I, p) is bounded and closed, any r-invariant subset of @ is a t-design. 
roof. Note that a function f lies in Polr(Q, rj iE it has degree r and is constant 
on each orbit of Es. Choose an orthonormal basis g,, . . . , g,, of Pol&2, [t/2]). 
Then we have 
ki9 gi) = (gi, gi)@ = 6, 
and so the restriction to @ of functions gi are linearly independent. These 
restrictions are r-invariant functions lying in Pal(@), hence we deduce that n is 
less than or equal to dim Pol,( @). However this is immediately seen to equal the 
number of orbits into which Qz splits under the action of r, and so the first claim 
is proved. 
If dim Pol,(Q, [t/2]) = 1 then the r-invariant functions in Pol,(Q, [t/2]) are 
the constant functions. If f in PoI(sZ) has degree at most t, r is compact and Qz is 
an orbit of r then we have 
where g is fr, averaged over all z in r. Since g E Pol(Q, t) and since it is also 
l?nvariant, it must be constant. This implies that (1, g)* = (1, g) and, as 
(1, g) = (1, f), we deduce that is a t-design. El 
One interesting application of this lemma arises as follows. Let 52 be the unit 
sphere in R” and let F be the group with two elements, 1and - 1. Then eac3 orbit 
corresponds to a line through the origin and Pol,(s2, r) is simply the 
the even functions. In this case we recover a 
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equal to the akes no distinction between these 
two spaces. p ‘) are equivalent as polynomial 
spaces, or that p and p’ are equivalent functions. Our results can also be 
extended easily to the case where p(~, X) depends on X. Axioms (2) and (3) must 
then be replaced by the hypothesis that pri pal 1+ 1 and 2 X 2 minors of the 
matrix R, with xy-entry equal to a(~, y), are positive. This definition has the 
advantage that the natural product of polynomial spaces is still a polynomial 
space. The bounds on codes can be Lxtended to this case. (The latter observation 
is due to Frankl.) The theory of designs can become much more complicated, 
because there may be no inner product defined on all of Pol(s2). (For example, 
the reader is invited teU reflect on R” with its usual inner product as p.) 
les 
We will now study some concrete xamples. These will show that our definition 
of design i;nifies a number of formally distinct objects. 
A. The Johnson scheme J(n, k). 
We will prove that: 
(a) A t-design in J(n, k) is a t-design in the usual combinatorial sense, 
(b) dim Pol(S& r) = “C,. 
The proofs of these claims requires us to introduce another class of functions on 
52. IfSa=&*.., n} defines the indicator function fs by setting L(X) = 1 if S is 
contained in the k-subset X, and setting A(X) = 0 otherwise. (In other words fs is 
the characteristic function of the Ik-subsets containing the set S.) Define Ind(sL, r) 
to be the vector space spanned by {fs : ISI = r}. 
Lemma 4.1. A subset Cp of 52 is a t-design in the usual sense iff 
(19 fhb = (19 f) 
for all functions in Ind(Q, t). 
roof. Note that 1 @I (1, fs)# equals the number of elements in containing S, 
while IsZ( 1, fs) = n-tCk_l. Thus (1, f)@ = (I, f) for all elements 
each t-subset S of { 1, . . . , n} lies in the same number of elements 
Lemma 4.2. We have: 
(a) Ind(R, I + 1) G span( 
(b) Ind(Q t) G Ind(Q, s) when r s s. 
The first claim follows on 
(1 , . . e , n} then fsfT = fsur. The seco 
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.3. For J(n, k), Ind(Q, t) = Pol(sZ, r). 
Given (a) and (b), we see that Ind( s;l, a) can be defined using the same 
recursion we employed for the definition of Po!(Q r). Thus we need only prove 
our claim for r = 1. Define H to be the incidence matrix of points (from 
(1 n)} versus k-subsets. We may identify the rows of H with the indicator 
f&t.i& h, i E (1,. . . , n}. The rows and columns of HTH are indexed by the 
elements of Q, and the xy-entry of this matrix is just p(~, y). Thus we may 
identify the rows of HTH qqith elements of Pol(s2, 1). As the column sums of 
HTH are constant daad non-zero, we see that in fact the rows of HTH 
span Pol(Q, 1). Since the row space of HTH is a subspace of the row space of H, 
we conclude that Pol(Q, 1) s Ind(Q, 1). But the ranks of HHT and H are equal 
and therefore Pol(Q, 1) and Ind(Q, 1) have the same dimension. 0 
Together Lemmas 5.1 and 5.3 prove our assertion that a t-design in the 
polynomial space J(. *, p k) is the same thing as a t-design in the usual sense of the 
word. From* Lemma 3.3 it follows that, for r < k, dim Pol(Q, r) G “Ct, since 
Ind(S2, r) is spanned by a set of functions of this cardinality. 
Lemma 4*4. If (Sz, p) is the Johnson scheme J(n, k) then dim Pol(sZ, r) is equal to 
“Crforr=O,. . . , k. 
roof. The problem is to verify that the indicator functions fs, ISI = r, are linearly 
independent. This is, however, equivalent to the assertion that the rows of the 
incidence matrix of the r-subsets versus the k-subsets of an n-set are linearly 
independent. For a proof of this see [6] or [9]. Cl 
Given the last lemma we can now state that, for the Johnson scheme, our 
results 2.2,2.3 and 3.1 are respectively equivalent to well known theorems due to 
Ray-Chaudhuri and Wilson [ 161, Frank1 and Wilson [7] and Ray-Chaudhuri and 
Wilson [ 161. 
B. The Hamming scheme H(n, q). 
Definite a t - (q, k, A) orthogonal array over the alphabet C to be an N x k 
matrix M with entries from an alphabet C of q symbols uch that the following 
holds: for all s 6 t, each s-tuple in C” occurs A, times as a row of the N x s matrix 
formed by choosing s columns of &f and il, = il. Note that we must have N = Aq’. 
Qur notation for orthogonal arrays is not standard, but it is convenient for our 
uses. Orthogonal arrays are also often studied in i2he g&e of transversal designs. 
f L is an n Xn %atip JI square with &entry A(i, j) then the _Q* by 3 matrix with 
les (i, j, A(i, j)) as its rows is a 2 - (n, 3, 1) orthogonal array over the 
n}, while a set of s 
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arthogonal array over the alphabet G ) provided the dual code of C has 
minimum distance at least t + 1. (See 8 3n page 139 of [ll]. 
reference provides ome basic information about orthogonal arrays, in addition to 
the coding theory necessary to understand this last example.) 
.S. Let ($2, p) be the Hamming scheme H(n, q). Then 
(a) A t-design in St is the same thing as a t - (q, n, 2,) orthogonal array. 
(b) dim Pol(Q r) = C “Ci(q - l)i (i e r). Cl 
No proof of these claims will be presented here. A proof a!ong the lines of our 
treatment of J(n, k) can be obtained by using the following class of indicator 
functions. Let X = (1, . . . , n}. A subword (1y, S) is formally a subset of X, 
together with a function cy from S to our alphabet C. Any word, i.e. any element 
of SE, is automrtically asubword. The subword (LY, S) is contained in the subword 
(Cp, T) if S (z_ T and ar(i) = p(i) for all i in S. Thus subwords are partially ordered 
by containment. If _a! is a subword efine fpI to be the characteristic function of the 
words in 52 which contain g, and let Ind(S2, r) be the space spanned by the 
indicarar functions of subwords with an underlying set sf cardinality r. If 
X=(0,1,... , q - I} then the indicator functions corresponding to the set of 
subwords 
{(&I& S): ISI sr, a(S) c CW) 
will actually form a basis for Ind(Q, r). 
Referring back to the coding theory example above, it is worth noting that a 
linear code C is a t-design iff its dual code has minimum distance gr.Tater that t. 
C. The symmetric group Sym(n). 
Assume that we have Sym(n) acting on the set X = (1, . . . , n}. kt (52, p) 
denote the symmetric group, viewed as a polynomial space. 
function $ on Sz by setting e(x) := ~(1, x). Thus e(x) is just 
points left fixed by x. If r~ Sym(n) then, by Bumside’s Lemma, we see that 
(1, #Qr equals the number of orbits of r on X, since (1, #)r is the average 
number of points of X fixed by an element of r, 
Furthermore, the functions (#(ax) 1 a E Sym(n)} are easily seen to spa 
Pol(Q, I.). Since @(ax) and f(x) have the same average value over r, we see that 
a subgroup of Sym(n) is a l-design iff it is 
#(r, = 44r;p - 1) ’ l * (4) - r + 1) then, again using 
(1, t/a+$ equals the number of orbits of r on the 
elements from X. From this it follows that if 
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with the elements of d(r) as its zeros. Then (l,~(#))~ is an integer. But 
(19 p(@))r =P(C!WM7 =P(M0 and so we deduce that ]r( must divide p(n). 
This approach, due to Kiyota [lo], gives a bound on IFI independent of the 
general bound provided by Theorem 2.’ 
The vector spaces arm(Q, r) afford representations of Sym(n) and their 
dimension can be calculated using character theory for particular values of n. 
owever we do not have a convenient formula for the dimensions of Harm@, r) 
or Pol(Q, r). 
D. The unit sphere in 08”. 
Here Pol(Q, r) consist of the polynomials on the sphere with degree at most r. 
The inner product (f, g) is equal to 
The concepts of code and design require no explanation and have been studied in 
depth by Delsarte et al. in [4]. 
.6. Let (Q, p) be the unit sphere in R”. Then dim Pol( Q, r) is equal to 
n+r-lcr_* + n+‘-2c& 
roof, Let Hi be the vector space formed by the homogeneous polynomials of 
degree ion 52. Ifg E Hi-1 and h E Hi then gh is a homogeneous polynomial of’odd 
degree. Therefore (g, h) = (1, g/z) = 0 and SO Hi-1 and Hi are orthogonal 
subspaces of Pol(Q r). Furthermore, if x E Q then x’zj, = 1 and so 
H i-2= XTX l Hi-2 C_ Hi 
for all i s r. This shows that Pol(92, r) is the orthogonal direct sum of Hr+ and 
H,. The monomials of degree i form a basis for Hi, hence we find that 
dim Hi = n’i-lCi_l 9 which yields the lemma. 0 
If (Q, p) is a polynomial space and a E 52 then we use Z&2, r) to denote the 
vector space spanned by the polynomials IT,(h), where h is a polynomial on IF! 
with degree at most r. e define 2,(Q) to be the union of the spaces Z&2, r), 
nately, it is not necessarily true that Z&“& r) is the intersection of 
en our inner product on Pal(Q), we can define a 
so we can construct a se ce gi (i = 
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Q, 1, l . .) of orthogonal polynomials with respect to this inner product. 
g ,. : = I;=(g). Then g,,, E Z&2, i) 
1;: provided that i s dim Z,(Q). 
d is orthogonal to each element of Z&& i - 
e will call ga,i the zonal orthogonal polynomial 
of degree i, with respect to a. 
In general we may write ga,i = ca(gi) where gi is a polynomial of degree i 
depending on the point a in 52. If the oments (1, c&r))S I 3 0, are independent 
of a then the polynomials gi will be independent of a, and conversely. We will call 
52 uniform if the moments (1, &&*)) are independent of t 1 the 
polynomial spaces we have considered as examples are uniform. 
If (Sz, p) is the unit sphere in IP then we have 
(1, h) = (1, I;,(h)) = /h(x)(l -x2)(n-3)%x (-1 sx s 1). 
The polynomial gi is known as a G’egenbauer polynomial in general and as a 
Legendre polynomial if n = 3. These claims will not be used in our proofs and 
calculations, consequently the reader is referred to [8] for more information. 
Lemma 5.1. Let (52, p) be a polynomial space. Then g&a) # 0, 
Proof. Suppose g, i(a) = 0. Then we may write . 
where f E &(a, i - 1). since f E 2,(&Z, i - 1) we have (f, ga,i) = 0. On the other 
hand, the product f(X)ga,i( x is non-negative for all x in 52 and is not identically ) 
zero. Hence (f, ga,i) = (1, fg,,i) > 0. This contradiction yields the desired 
conclusion. Cl 
If f E Bol(Q) we denote by JG,(f) the orthogonal projection of f onto the 
closure of Z&2). When 52 is finite it is not difficult to show that the value of 
q(f) a;~ x in SE is equal to the average value off over the set 
{Y E Q I &)(a., Y) = P(a9 x)1 
and this is also true for the unit sphere. We now consider the case when 
the unit sphere in more detail. Let a be a fixed point in 
subgroup of the orthogonal group O(n) leaving a tied. 
.2* Let (62, p) be the unit sphere. If f E 
by setting fO(x) = f (x0) for all x in SE. Then na 
functions f0 as o ranges over the elements of 
.za(f) has degree at 
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most equal to the degree off itself. It is also easy to see that f’ lies in Z”(Q). We 
see that for all g in Z,(Q), (fO, g) = (f, g) an herKe (f ‘f g) = (f, $9. Ths f -f’ 
is orthogonal to Z(Q) and therefore f = n=(f). 0 
It is trivial that n=(f) must lie in the closure of Z”(Q); the crux of the above 
lemma is that for the unit sphere na(f) lies in &(Q, i), where i is the degree of fi 
. Let (68, p) be the unit sphere in R”. If a E G! let {go i 1 i 3 0) be an 
orthogonal basis for Z&2), where ga,i E Z&2, i) and is orthogonal ;o each element 
of Z,(Q, i - 1). If we normalise the polynomials ga,i SO that (ga,i, g0.i) =gJa) then 
!g,,i, gb,j) = aij&,i(b)* 
Let fi = &(gb,j). Since fi has degree at most j it follows that fi is orthogonal 
to ga,i and therefore (ga,i, gb,j) = 0. If j > i we obtain the same conclusion by 
reversing the role of a and b in the above argument. Thus we have 
(&,i, &,j) = 0 for i # j- (1) 
Since (ga,i, ga,i) #O, we can assume that the polynomials ga,i have been 
normalised SO that (ga,i, ga,i) =gJa). Define 0a.i = C {ga,j 1 s i}. We show next 
that if h belongs to Pol(Q, i) then (h, 0a,i) = h(a). 
As (h, &i) = &(h), 8,,i) we may assume without loss that h E Z’(Q, i). Hence 
we may express it as a linear combination of the ga,j, j = 0, . . . , i. The coefficient 
of ga,j in this combination is
thp ga,j)/k.j~ ga,j) = (h, &,j)/&,j(a). 
Consequently we have 
h(a) = C (crt &j) = (h, ea,;b. (2) 
AS (2) holds true for all h in Pol( Jz, i) we can take h = gb,j and apply (1) to derive 
the theorem. El 
The polynomial spaces with the property that (ga,i, gb,j) = 6ijga i(b) have been 
studied extensively by Neumnier under the name “Delsarte spaces”. See, for 
example, [12, 151. (An exposition c4 many of the results in [15] is provided in 
PI ) . e extract wo im ortant consel:auences of the above proof. 
p) is the unit sphere then 
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If (68, p) is the unit sphere the 
a E Sz. Furthermore, go,i(a) = dim 
i) is spanned by the 
pose f E Pol(sZ, j) j < i. en Cf, &,i) = h(f )9 g0.i) = 0. Thefore 8a.i 
is orthogonal to Pol(Q, j). The second statement involves more work& 
Let fi,- . , fm be an orthonormal basis for I-Iarm(Q, i). Then a routine 
computation shows that 
&,i = C (g,,i9 fi)fi (j = 1, . . l , m) 
and accordingly 
QL,i~ hi) = 2 k,i9 4)‘. 
From (1) and (3,) in the proof of 5.3 rt follows that 
&.ita) = C fi(a)2- 
The left hand side here is independent of a, whence we have 
&Au) = C fib)” 
for all x in 52. If we average (3) over all x: in SE we obtain 
gtJa) = C (fip fi) = mp 
since we chose the 5 to be orthonormal. This completes the proof. 
(3) 
The polynomials $a,i are traditionally known as the zonal harmonic polynomials 
on the unit sphere. Our notation has been chosen to be consistent with this usage. 
It is important o note that the results, 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 will hold for any 
polynonial space where the conclusi of Lemma 5.2 is true. ( t can be shown, 
for example, that the Johnson and mming schemes have this pro 
ricted ourselves to the unit sphere here in the 
generality would be regained in clarity. 
Suppose @ is a t-design in the unit sphere. 
]@I 2 q(q)/(l, q), where q is any polynomial w 
choose q to be (&J2 this lower bound e 
,,(a))2/(1, %,J2) = ( 
ut the final sum here is ey 
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Thus for the unit sphere Lemma 3.3 implies our general ower bound on the 
cardinality of a t-design, as stated in Theorem 3.1. 
Assume now that I@[ = q(a)l(l, 4). Let Q = z,&). Then o(a) = &j and 
(I,@ = (1, 4) and so I@1 = &~)/(l, q). For the unit sphere we also know that, 
since Q E Pol(Q, t), q lies in Z&(52, t) and hence also in Pol(lR, t). From Lemma 
3.3 we now infer that Q must vanish on @\a. Thus, if 4 = C&J) then p vanishes 
on the set {~(a, X) 1 x E @\a} and is non-negative on {&a, x 1 x E Q\ @}. 
emma 5.6. Let (Q, p) be a polynomial space. l’f @ is a t-design with degree d 
then either t G 2d or Qz = 42. 
Proof. Let A = {p(x, y) 1 x, y E @, x f y}, let 6 = p(a, a), let p be the polyno- 
mial l7(t - A) (A E A) and let 4 = (6 - t)p2. Thera q has degree 2d + 1, is 
non-negative on 52 and vanishes on a. If t 3 2d + 1 we have 0 = (&(q), l)@ = 
GJ(!I), 1). But if G&I) is not identically zero then (C&J), 1) > 0 and so we have a 
contradictioll. If Z&(q) vanishes on all of 52 then f;,(p) vanishes on 52\a. In this 
case we also see that 52 itself has degree d, and is therefore fisiite. 
Hence if 92 is a d-design and S = ~(a, a), 
PWM = (19 Pb = (1, P) = P(&/lQl 
which implies that @ = 52, Cl 
If t = 2d above then we have 
Ccl(P) = I @I-’ Pt6) C k.it &,i)-l&,i(alg,,i = I @I-’ P(6)od 
which shows that the zeroes of 6a,d are precisely the elements of A. Since OO,d is
determined by &, this yields a restriction on @. If, for example, (a, p) is the 
Hamming scheme then this argument implies that the zeros of 8,,d must be 
integers. This is related to Lloyd’s theorem in Coding Theory. 
We call a polynomial space (Q, p) uniform if the inner products (1, &a, xy’) 
are independent of the points a in Sz for all j 2 0. We call ($2, p) spherical if there 
is a map 77 from 52 into a sphere centred at the origin in R”, for some n, such that 
p(x, y) equals the scalar product of V(X) with q(y). Let us also agree that (Q, p) 
is spherical if any equivalent polynomial space is spherical. (Equivalence was 
discussed at the end of Section 3.) 
amming scheme (n, q), the Johnson scheme J(ls, k) and the symmetric 
1 spherical. Consider the amming scheme first. Let et, . . . , e, be 
basis vectors for R? 
replacing each occurrence 0
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and y lie in H-(n, q), the inner product of IF and f equals p(x, y). Thus H(n, 4) is 
spherical. A similar argument works for the symmetric group. For the Johnson 
scheme, note that the characteristic vectors of the k-subsets all lie on the sphere 
of radius k in IV, and the inner product of the characteristic vectors x’ and jj 
corresponding tox and y in J(n, k) equals p(x, y). (The sphere is not centred at 
the origin; in fact the image of J(n, k) lies in the hyperplane jTZ = k. We can 
replace p by an equivalent function and embed J(n, 4) in a sphere in IP-‘, if we 
desire. ) 
function # on 52 X SE is positive semidefinite if, for any function g in I?ol( Jz), 
(8, (9, g)) 3 0. Here (+, g) is the inner product of #(a, X) with g(x), and is thus a 
function on 52. The following interesting characterisation is due to Neumaier, 
although e did not express it in terms of polynomial spaces. 
Lemma 5.7 (Weumairer [14: Theorem 31). A finite pdynomial spuce (Q, p) is 
spherical iff p is positive sernifienite. 
Proof. (Since the proof is short, we include it here.) Let M be the symmetric 
matrix with rows and columns indexed by the elements of 52, and with xy-entry 
equal to p(x, y). Then p is positive semidefinite iff M is. If M is positive 
semidefinite we can write it in the form M = CTC, where C is a matrix with its 
columns indexed by 52. (One such factorisation can be obtained by using the 
Cholesky decomposition.) Let V(X) be the row of C corresponding tothe element 
x of Sz. Since ANT@) = p(~, x), this is our required imbedding. 
On the other hand, if (62, it) is spherical then the matrix with xy-entry equal to 
p(x, y) can obviously be writte:r in the form CTC, and so p is positive 
semidefinite. Cl 
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